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Foundations and endowments are seeking ways to increase their participation in this evolving investment arena while protecting their roles as fiduciaries. New guidelines from the IRS make it easier for foundations and endowments to make impact investments that further their mission and target positive financial returns.

Perceived Barriers to Impact Investing

Fiduciaries for public foundations, private foundations and educational endowments are often unsure about their duties in connection to impact investing or mission investing. When faced with the opportunity to consider nonfinancial metrics, such as environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors or mission integration in the investment decision making process, some fiduciaries are concerned that the investment style may violate the “prudent man” or “prudent investor rule." They may argue that a prudent investor cannot consider noninvestment factors when considering a strategy for inclusion in the organization’s investment portfolio. This paper reexamines the role of a fiduciary, identifies recent IRS guidance on mission investing and offers reasons why a “prudent trustee” might consider the organization’s charitable mission when selecting a market rate investment. It also offers considerations for a mission investment policy statement (IPS).

Uniform Prudent Management of Institutional Funds Act (UPMIFA)

Institutional funds are governed by federal and state regulations, which embrace the Prudent Investor Rule and comply with the July, 2006 Uniform Prudent Management of Institutional Funds Act (UPMIFA). UPMIFA requires an institution to act “in good faith

---

and with the care an ordinarily prudent person in a like position would exercise under similar circumstances.”

It emphasizes that investment decisions must be made in relation to the overall resources of the institution and its mission. The “charitable purposes of the institution and the purposes of the institutional fund” must be considered.

The two key issues that must be addressed with respect to impact or mission investing for an organization subject to UPMIFA are the duties of loyalty and prudence.

The Duty of Loyalty

The duty of loyalty requires a fiduciary to be loyal to the beneficiaries of the organization’s charitable funds. A loyal fiduciary must act in the best interest of the beneficiaries of the charitable funds and not in their own personal interest. With respect to mission investing, fiduciaries may not select investments that are “‘best for the world,’” or best for the trustee, but must consider the charitable purpose of the organization and whether or not it is consistent with the social benefit from the investment.

The Duty of Prudence

The duty of prudence connects more directly to investment decision making. Like any investment, the mission investor must balance cost, risk and return. However, UPMIFA allows trustees to consider “an asset’s special relationship or special value, if any, to the charitable purposes of the institution.”

Susan Gary, a Professor at the University of Oregon School of Law and Reporter for the Model Protection of Charitable Assets Act and the Uniform Prudent Management of Institutional Funds Act, wrote a paper for the Northwestern Journal of Law and Social Policy entitled Is it Prudent to Be Responsible? The Legal Rules For Charities That Engage in Socially Responsible Investing and Mission Investing. With respect to prudence and its application to mission, Gary states that an investment “may either yield an investment return similar to investments made without consideration of mission, or the mission-related benefits may outweigh any reduced financial benefits.” Impact investing is exceptionally prudent when the strategy provides the opportunity for minor or no concessionary market-rate investment returns and yields mission related benefits.

Recent IRS Guidance for Private Foundations

On September 15th, 2015 the U.S. Department of Treasury released guidance on mission investing aimed at private foundations. This guidance clarified that “private foundations can align their investment activities with their charitable purpose or mission when part of a prudent investment policy.” This guidance is specifically aimed at mission or impact investments and is separate from Program Related Investment (PRI) activity. The IRS further clarifies that foundation can make an investment that furthers its charitable purpose in lieu of an investment that may offer a higher target rate of return. By offering this specific guidance, the IRS removed ambiguity surrounding permissible mission investing.

Investing with Impact Policy Considerations

Morgan Stanley defines Investing with Impact as an investment approach that aims to generate risk-adjusted financial returns while supporting positive environmental and/or social impact. Within the Morgan Stanley Investing with Impact framework, we include Values Alignment, Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) Integration, Sector Exposure, and Impact Investing approaches. This continuum helps our clients identify the type of impact that their investment targets, but use of these strategies should be identified in an investment policy statement.


Values Alignment: Investments are filtered by interests and values and avoids exposure to potentially objectionable companies and industries. This process does not actively seek environmental and social impact, but is important for organizations that must exclude certain investments that may conflict with their ideology. Religious institutions will often divest their portfolios from industries that offer goods or services against their religious doctrine.

When identifying alignment of values in an impact investing policy statement, fiduciaries would be well served to identify whether they will perform a blanket screen on certain sectors (such as alcohol, tobacco and gambling companies) or choose to invest in “best actors” within a certain sector.

ESG Integration: Commonly refers to investment practices that actively identify Environmental, Social or Governance or sustainability factors when building portfolios. This investment style may have a mission connected goal for a charity that promotes environmental stewardship, diversity and inclusion or gender equality. However, many organizations are using ESG investment strategies purely for financial risk management. ESG investments can potentially identify material, nonfinancial attributes that strengthen a company, such as resource efficiency, workplace diversity and strong corporate governance.

Sector Exposure: Investments focused on themes and sectors targeting specific environmental or social change. This exposure is niche to a particular industry or sector and may include investments in water or clean energy technology.

Fiduciaries who would like to target specific sectors should identify why these sectors connect to the mission of the foundation. They should develop a process to include these investments in their asset allocation, since sector investments often are thematic and require patient capital.

Impact Investing: This investment style is the most direct effort to affect positive social or environmental change. The investment strategies often provide capital directly to private enterprises or a specific geography. The terms “impact Investments” and “mission investments” are often used interchangeably.

Fiduciaries who would like to integrate impact investments may consider a separate, impact investment policy statement. This statement would identify a process for including impact investments in the investment portfolio. It should identify why it is prudent to connect certain social and environmental issues to the investment decision making process. It could also commit to monitoring social impact of the investment.

Conclusion

New government guidelines and improved metrics for measuring Impact Investments make it easier for fiduciaries to commit more assets to support their missions. Impact Investing can allow foundations and endowments leverage the corpus of their endowment to further their missions. Impact investments are now clearly permissible under the prudent man rule and are a tool that foundations may consider to carry out their mission.
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Disclosures

This material does not provide individually tailored investment advice. It has been prepared without regard to the individual financial circumstances and objectives of persons who receive it. The strategies and/or investments discussed in this material may not be suitable for all investors. Morgan Stanley Wealth Management recommends that investors independently evaluate particular investments and strategies, and encourages investors to seek the advice of a Financial Advisor. The appropriateness of a particular investment or strategy will depend on an investor’s individual circumstances and objectives.